
Movian - Bug #2814
Yts error
10/24/2015 01:45 PM - charles r

Status: Fixed Start date: 10/24/2015
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Leonid Protasov % Done: 100%
Category: Plugins Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: 4.10.30 Platform: PS3
Description

Yts continues to have the error..

Unable to open YTS--here you will be able to browse and watch movies in excellent dvd,720p,108
                                yts:start

invalid json(at offset 0)

History
#1 - 10/30/2015 05:06 PM - Michal Pisarski

I believe it is because their webpage is down...
Try going to https://yts.to/ os some mirror...

#2 - 11/06/2015 05:02 PM - M O

YTS/YIFY has been shutdown for good:
torrentfreak.com/yts-yify-signs-unprecedented-settlement-with-mpaa-151105/

#3 - 11/06/2015 05:24 PM - Andreas Smas

Plugin should be removed then i suppose.

#4 - 11/06/2015 05:43 PM - troath scream

Hi, the website of YIFI is up again, so don remove it yet. Only change needed is the Domain/URL, it is now : YTS.AG.

#5 - 11/07/2015 02:12 PM - Benjamin Hojnik

troath scream wrote:

Hi, the website of YIFI is up again, so don remove it yet. Only change needed is the Domain/URL, it is now : YTS.AG.

Thats a fake website. YIFY is dead for good. /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/tongue.png
/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/tongue.png/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/tongue.png
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https://yts.to/


#6 - 11/08/2015 09:40 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Status changed from New to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Benjamin Hojnik wrote:

troath scream wrote:

Hi, the website of YIFI is up again, so don remove it yet. Only change needed is the Domain/URL, it is now : YTS.AG.

Thats a fake website. YIFY is dead for good. /plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/tongue.png
/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/tongue.png/plugin_assets/redmine_wiki_extensions/images/tongue.png

Plugin is updated. Read note2 here https://yts.ag/blog/important-yts-ag-is-the-new-domain-for-yts-yifi

#7 - 11/11/2015 02:05 AM - Guillermo B

Hi, the API of the new domain yts.ag isnt loading.. Do you know what is the problem??

I really appreciate.

Regards

#8 - 11/11/2015 03:49 AM - Leonid Protasov

Guillermo B wrote:

Hi, the API of the new domain yts.ag isnt loading.. Do you know what is the problem??

I really appreciate.

Regards

Just read Note2 here https://yts.ag/blog/important-yts-ag-is-the-new-domain-for-yts-yifi

#9 - 11/14/2015 02:10 PM - Guillermo B

Thanks for your answer.

Right now the movie list is loading, but when you choose one, you get: "unable to open resource yts:movie:/4694 invalid base value". This happens
with any movie from the list.

Thanks in advance

#10 - 11/15/2015 01:44 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Leonid Protasov
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https://yts.ag/blog/important-yts-ag-is-the-new-domain-for-yts-yifi
https://yts.ag/blog/important-yts-ag-is-the-new-domain-for-yts-yifi


Fixed in 0.4.8.

#11 - 11/15/2015 02:36 AM - Guillermo B

Thanks a lot!

#12 - 11/30/2015 01:42 PM - Dean Kasabow

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Fixed in 0.4.8.

It seems something at YTS changed again and the plugin doesn't fully work (it allows for browsing movies, but you can't open the individual pages to
start viewing):

01:05:14.049: navigator       [INFO ]:Opening yts:movie:137
01:05:14.468: yts.re          [ERROR]:TypeError (invalid base value) at zip://file:///stos/persistent/showtime/installedplugins/yts.re.zip/yts.js:284
01:05:14.468: yts.re          [ERROR]:STACK DUMP: TypeError: invalid base value
01:05:14.468:                             duk_hobject_props.c:2085
01:05:14.468:                             anon zip://file:///stos/persistent/showtime/installedplugins/yts.re.zip/yts.js:284 preventsyield
01:05:14.468:                             apply  native strict preventsyield
01:05:14.469:                             anon showtime/page:366 preventsyield

#13 - 11/30/2015 07:26 PM - Aben Escalante

Dean Kasabow wrote:

Leonid Protasov wrote:

Fixed in 0.4.8.

It seems something at YTS changed again and the plugin doesn't fully work (it allows for browsing movies, but you can't open the individual pages
to start viewing):

01:05:14.049: navigator       [INFO ]:Opening yts:movie:137
01:05:14.468: yts.re          [ERROR]:TypeError (invalid base value) at zip://file:///stos/persistent/showtime/installedplugins/yts.re.zip/yts.js:284
01:05:14.468: yts.re          [ERROR]:STACK DUMP: TypeError: invalid base value
01:05:14.468:                             duk_hobject_props.c:2085
01:05:14.468:                             anon zip://file:///stos/persistent/showtime/installedplugins/yts.re.zip/yts.js:284 preventsyield
01:05:14.468:                             apply  native strict preventsyield
01:05:14.469:                             anon showtime/page:366 preventsyield

FYI, YTS shutdown forever for legal issues, he reach a settlement out of court, there is a site YTS.AG and that is not the legit YTS. BTW, the
samething happened to popcorn time.

#14 - 12/01/2015 03:29 PM - Dean Kasabow
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Well, it works fine now.
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